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Viral pathogens are a common cause of severe lower respiratory tract infection in adults. Our

ability to rapidly and accurately identify viral infections has dramatically improved as slow

culture-based techniques have been largely replaced by multiplex high-throughput systems.

Given these advances, reevaluation of the role of respiratory viral testing in adults presenting

with lower respiratory tract infection is important. This article reviews the potential benefits of

testing, provides an overview of the most commonly used diagnostic techniques, and considers

whether current evidence supports routine testing. CHEST 2018; 154(5):1213-1222
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Lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI)
encompasses a range of infections from acute
bronchitis and bronchiolitis to pneumonia.1

LRTIs are a major cause of morbidity and
mortality in adults.2 In the United States,
billions of dollars are spent annually on the
diagnosis and treatment of LRTIs.3,4

Viruses are the most frequently identified
pathogens in severe community-acquired
respiratory infections.5 Diagnostic testing for
respiratory viruses has dramatically
improved over the last several decades as
slow culture-based techniques have given
way to rapid multiplex high-throughput
systems.

Against this backdrop, clinicians must decide
if, when, and how to test for respiratory viral
pathogens. Does testing improve
antimicrobial stewardship and facilitate early
munity-acquired pneumonia; CDC =
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initiation of antiviral therapy or merely
identify pathogens of uncertain clinical
significance and increase health-care costs?
The goal of the present review was to answer
these questions, focusing specifically on
adults hospitalized with suspected LRTIs.
The decision to pursue respiratory viral
testing in children has been covered
elsewhere.6-8

Rationale for Testing
The merits of respiratory viral testing must
be considered in the context of recent
changes in the epidemiology and
management of severe LRTIs. Bacteria have
traditionally been viewed as the dominant
pathogens in severe LRTIs. Indeed, rates of
Streptococcus pneumoniae infection in
patients with community-acquired
pneumonia (CAP) frequently approached
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Figure 1 – Posteroanterior chest radiograph in a middle-aged immu-
nosuppressed male patient with acute hypoxemic respiratory failure
secondary to respiratory syncytial virus demonstrating multifocal basilar
predominant airspace opacities.
50% in historical studies.9-11 Several factors have altered
this paradigm. Introduction of a seven-valent
pneumococcal conjugate vaccine for children in 2000,
followed by a 13-valent conjugate vaccine in 2010,
markedly reduced rates of severe pneumococcal
infection, even in adults.12,13 Declining rates of cigarette
smoking, one of the greatest risk factors for
pneumococcal infection in immunocompetent adults,
further reduced the incidence of invasive pneumococcal
disease.14 Finally, an aging population has resulted in an
ever-increasing number of individuals particularly
susceptible to severe viral infection. The elderly are up to
10 times more likely to develop viral pneumonia than
younger adults, and they experience substantially higher
morbidity and mortality with viral infection.5,15,16

Illustrative of these trends, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) Etiology of Pneumonia
in the Community (EPIC) study, a population-based
surveillance study in which the etiology of CAP was
rigorously investigated in 2,259 adult patients, detected a
bacterial pathogen in < 15% of patients, and only
5% were infected with S pneumoniae.5

This change in LRTI epidemiology has been
accompanied by marked improvements in the ability to
detect respiratory viral pathogens in clinical practice.
Slow and labor-intensive culture-based techniques have
been largely replaced by increasingly sensitive diagnostic
systems that pair nucleic acid amplification with
multiplex technology, allowing multiple viruses to be
tested on a single sample (discussed later in more detail).
A number of studies have leveraged these advanced
diagnostic techniques to better characterize the
prevalence of viral infection in patients hospitalized with
LRTI. In the CDC EPIC study, 23% of patients had
evidence of a viral infection.5 Rhinovirus was the most
frequently identified pathogen overall, found in 9% of
patients. These results mirror findings of a meta-analysis
that reported a combined incidence of respiratory
viruses in hospitalized patients with CAP of 23%.17

Viruses seem to be just as common in patients admitted
to the ICU (Fig 1). In a South Korean study of 198
patients with pneumonia admitted to the ICU, >
35% had a viral pathogen identified (of which 24% were
rhinovirus).18 Other studies in ICU patients have
reported viral infection rates between 18% and 41%.19-21

Recognition that viral pathogens are common causes of
severe LRTI comes at a time when innovative
approaches to curb antimicrobial use are urgently
needed. Antibiotic overuse is a major driver of
antimicrobial resistance.22 Rates of infection with
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drug-resistant pathogens frequently exceed 25% in
severe hospital-acquired pneumonia, raising concern
that whole classes of antibiotics may soon prove
obsolete.23,24 Respiratory viral testing offers a potential
way forward. If severe LRTI is increasingly a viral illness,
then perhaps leveraging improved diagnostic tools can
rapidly identify a large number of patients in whom
antibiotics are unnecessary.
How to Test
Before considering the clinical impact of respiratory
viral testing, it is important to review the various ways in
which viruses can be identified in clinical practice.
Numerous techniques are currently available, including
an ever-increasing number of multiplex molecular
assays. The sheer number of available testing modalities
can be disorienting for practicing clinicians, as each
modality has its own strengths, limitations, and test
characteristics. Although a comprehensive summary of
each diagnostic technique is beyond the scope of the
present review, this section provides a general overview
of most commonly used testing platforms.

Serologic Testing

Serologic testing currently has a limited role in the
diagnosis of viral infection in acutely ill patients.
Pathogen-specific antibody titers can be checked in both
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the acute and convalescent phase of illness, with at least
a fourfold increase in antibody levels viewed as
diagnostic of recent infection. The requirement for
testing weeks following an acute illness precludes use of
this technique to guide real-time patient care. Additional
serologic tests that are infrequently used include
complement fixation and hemagglutination inhibition
assays.25

Conventional Tube Culture

Tube culture was traditionally considered the “gold
standard” for the diagnosis of viral infection.26 In this
technique, a clinical specimen is added to a tube
containing cells susceptible to a specific virus.27 Over the
span of several weeks, microscopy is used to examine
cells for characteristic cytopathic effects indicative of
infection, which are then confirmed with
immunofluorescence staining. This approach has
multiple limitations. Viral culture is slow and labor-
intensive, making it poorly suited to guide the
management of acutely ill patients. Numerous clinically
relevant respiratory viruses, such as respiratory syncytial
virus (RSV) and human metapneumovirus, have proven
uniquely difficult to isolate in culture.28,29 Finally,
conventional culture diagnosis may be particularly
limited in older adults who can develop infection despite
low viral burdens.30

Shell-vial Culture

Development of the shell-vial culture technique in the
1990s reduced the turnaround time for culture-based
testing.27 Shell-vial culture is performed by inoculating a
monolayer of susceptible cells grown on a cover slip with
a clinical specimen. The shell-vial tube is then
centrifuged to promote viral infection of the cellular
monolayer. Depending on the virus being studied,
confirmatory staining with fluorescent monoclonal
antibodies can be performed following an incubation
period of 1 to 3 days. Other than the improved
processing time, shell-vial culture has similar limitations
as traditional culture techniques.

Rapid Antigen Detection

Numerous rapid antigen detection kits are commercially
available that produce test results in < 15 min. These
kits are typically based on either immunofluorescent
antibody testing or immunochromatographic assays.
Although their quick turnaround time is appealing,
widespread adoption of these kits in adults has been
limited by their poor sensitivity.31,32
chestjournal.org
Polymerase Chain Reaction

Nucleic acid amplification using polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) has revolutionized the detection of
respiratory viral pathogens. Developed in the 1980s,
PCR allows for the exponential amplification of a target
DNA sequence.33 Samples are placed in a special heating
block called a thermocycler and cycled through three
temperature-dependent steps: denaturing, annealing,
and elongation. High heat (z 95

�
C) is initially used to

separate the double-stranded DNA. The temperature is
then lowered to facilitate annealing of single-stranded
oligonucleotide primers to the complementary DNA
template. In the final step, the temperature is raised to
approximately 72

�
C, allowing a heat-resistant DNA

polymerase to catalyze 50/30 synthesis of new DNA
strands.

PCR-based testing offers appealing test characteristics,
with sensitivity and specificity frequently approaching
100%.34 Results are available in a matter of hours,
facilitating rapid pathogen detection for newly admitted
patients. Current platforms obviate the need for more
skilled technicians than basic laboratory personnel.
However, PCR testing is typically more expensive than
traditional techniques. In addition, results of PCR are
largely qualitative and thus provide limited insight into
the pathogenic load of a particular virus. Finally, given
its exquisite sensitivity, PCR-based testing may
frequently detect chronic colonization or low-level viral
shedding following a previous infection, making it
difficult to determine the clinical relevance of a positive
test result.35

Reverse-transcriptase PCR

Reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) allows RNA
(rather than DNA) to serve as the starting material for
PCR. This technology is particularly important for the
study of LRTIs given the number of RNA viruses
implicated in LRTIs (eg, rhinovirus, RSV, human
metapneumovirus). In RT-PCR, a reverse transcriptase
is used to synthesize complementary DNA from isolated
RNA. Complementary DNA can then undergo PCR
amplification as described earlier, either in the same tube
or as part of a two-step process.

Quantitative Real-time PCR

Real-time PCR technology allows DNA amplification to
be quantified following each PCR cycle.36 This goal is
accomplished through the use of fluorescent DNA-
binding dyes whose signal intensity when exposed to an
energy source reflects the amount of amplified DNA.
1215
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Many different probes are currently available, including
ones that bind nonselectively to double-stranded DNA
(eg, SYBR I) and sequence-specific hydrolysis probes
(eg, TaqMan), which only fluoresce when they are
cleaved by DNA polymerase I. Quantitative PCR
technology can be applied to either traditional PCR or
RT-PCR platforms. As with standard PCR, quantitative
real-time PCR is highly sensitive and specific. In
addition, the ability to provide quantitative information
on pathogen burden may help distinguish viral carriage
from true infection.35

High-throughput Multiplex Assays

Respiratory viral testing now commonly occurs on
“multiplex” platforms, meaning that multiple analytes
are tested on a single sample. As an example, the
Respiratory Multi Well System r-gene assay (Argene/
bioMerioux) can simultaneously test for 35 respiratory
pathogens. Multiplex platforms are often “high-
throughput,” signifying that multiple samples (up to 96
depending on the manufacturer) can be processed in a
single run. These systems are appealing because multiple
patient samples can be quickly tested for clinically
relevant pathogens, facilitating both rapid diagnosis and
the identification of polymicrobial infections.

Multiplex systems vary in their degree of automation,
throughput, processing speed, cost, and ability to
produce quantitative results (Table 1).37 Clinicians
should in particular note that each platform tests for a
slightly different group of viral pathogens. In addition,
important viral causes of pulmonary disease, including
varicella-zoster virus, herpes simplex virus, hantavirus,
and Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus, are
not covered by the listed PCR platforms and therefore
require separate testing.

Many commercially available platforms pair multiplex
PCR with hybridization of the amplified products onto a
microarray that are often read with proprietary
analyzers. Examples of this approach include the Infiniti
(AutoGenomics) system in which sample processing is
largely automated.38 Luminex platforms use liquid-
phase bead-based arrays for high-throughput multiplex
detection of up to 15 pathogens simultaneously. This
technology has been incorporated into a number of
commercially available kits, including the ResPlex assay
(Qiagen) and the xTAG Respiratory Viral Panel
(Luminex Molecular Diagnostics). Multiplex PCR has
also been paired with mass spectrometry (PLEX-ID;
Abbott Molecular), hybridization to gold nanoparticle-
conjugated capture probes (Verigene; Nanosphere), and
1216 Recent Advances in Chest Medicine
melt curve analysis (FilmArray; Idaho Technologies).
One of the downsides of multiplex PCR testing is that
reaction conditions may not be optimized for each
specific analyte, potentially adversely affecting
sensitivity. A number of advanced molecular assays,
many of which occur in isothermal conditions, are
currently being developed.39 Isothermal amplification
obviates the need for a thermocycler and offers more
rapid processing time.

For all testing methods described, lack of a consistent
diagnostic gold standard confounds attempts to
determine a platform’s true test characteristics. For
example, studies describing the sensitivity and specificity
of PCR-based platforms often define a true positive as a
virus that is detected by at least two PCR assays.34 The
performance of conventional detection techniques now
frequently use PCR testing as the diagnostic standard.40

As such, when evaluating any study of respiratory viral
testing, clinicians should be cognizant of how reference
standards are defined.
Does Testing Work?
Respiratory viral testing should ideally be incorporated
into routine care only if it improves patient outcomes.
This scenario might occur through a reduction in
antibiotic exposure, more rapid initiation or
discontinuation of antiviral therapy, avoidance of
unnecessary diagnostic testing, or more effective use of
respiratory isolation rooms. Clinical efficacy of
respiratory viral testing has been best studied in
children. In small pediatric studies, respiratory viral
testing has been found to reduce exposure to
antibiotics,41-47 increase administration of antiviral
therapy,41,42,47 reduce diagnostic testing,41,46,48 and
reduce time patients spend in isolation.43,49

In adults, respiratory viral testing has been
inconsistently associated with improved outcomes.
Multiple observational studies of patients with influenza
infection have found that respiratory viral testing
infrequently alters management. In a single-center
retrospective review of 166 adults admitted with a
respiratory tract infection secondary to influenza,
35% were continued on antimicrobial therapy despite
positive influenza test results and negative bacterial
cultures.50 This group had a longer hospital length of
stay and higher hospital costs compared with patients in
whom antibiotics were stopped. Whether these adverse
outcomes represent direct effects of continuing
antibiotics or result from appropriate antibiotic use in
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TABLE 1 ] Characteristics of Commonly Used Multiplex Viral Testing Platforms

Product Manufacturer Technology
Fully

Automated Throughput
Turnaround
Time (h) Viruses Detected

CLART PneumoVir Genomica Multiplex RT-PCR, low-
density microarray

No Moderate-
high

> 6 AdV, bocavirus, CoV (229E), Ev, hMPV A/B,
Flu-A, Flu-A H1, H1 2009, Flu-A H3, Flu-
B, Flu-C, PIV 1-4, RhV, RSV-A, RSV-B

eSensor Respiratory
Viral Panela

GenMark Diagnostics Multiplex RT-PCR,
hybridization,
electrochemical detection

Yes Low 1.5 AdV-B/E, AdV-C, Flu-A, Flu-A H1N1, Flu-A
H1 2009, Flu-A H3, Flu-B, hMPV, PIV 1-3,
RhV, RSV-A, RSV-B,

FTD Respiratory
Pathogens 33

Fast Track Diagnostics Multiplex qPCR No Moderate-
high

> 6 AdV, Bocavirus, CoV (4), Ev, Flu-A, Flu-A
H1, Flu-B, hMPV A/B, parechovirus, PIV
1-4, RhV, RSV-A, RSV-B

FilmArray respiratory
pathogen panela

BioFire Diagnostics Nested multiplex RT-PCR,
melting temperature
analysis

Yes Low 1 AdV, bocavirus, CoV (4), Flu-A, Flu-A H1,
Flu-A H1-2009, Flu-A H3, Flu-B, Flu-C,
hMPV, PIV 1-4, RhV/Ev, RSV

Infiniti respiratory
pathogen panel

AutoGenomics Multiplex PCR and RT-PCR,
solid array analyzer

No Moderate-
high

> 6 AdV, CoV, Ev, Flu-A, Flu-B, PIV 1-4, RhV-A,
RhV-B, RSV-A, RSV-B

RespiFinder 22 PathoFinder Multiplex qPCR, melting
temperature analysis

No Moderate-
high

> 6 AdV, bocavirus, CoV (4), Flu-A, Flu-A H1
2009, Flu-B, hMPV, PIV 1-4, RhV/Ev,
RSV-A, RSV-B

ResPlex II Qiagen Target-enriched multiplex
PCR with Luminex
suspension array

No Moderate-
high

5-6 AdV (B/E), bocavirus, CoV (4), CV/
echovirus, Flu-A, Flu-B, hMPV-A, hMPV-
B, RSV-A, PIV 1-4, RSV-B

xTAG Respiratory
Viral Panela

Luminex Molecular
Diagnostics

Multiplex PCR and RT-PCR
with Luminex suspension
array

No Moderate 8 AdV, Flu-A, Flu-A H1, Flu-A H3, Flu-B,
hMPV, PIV1-3, RhV/Ev, RSV-A, RSV-B

Verigene Respiratory
Virus Plus Nucleic
Acid Testa

Nanosphere Multiplex RT-PCR,
hybridization to gold
nanoparticles

Yes Low 2 AdV, Flu-A, Flu-A H1, Flu-A H3, Flu-B, PIV
1-4, RhV, RSV-A, RSV-B

AdV ¼ adenovirus; CoV ¼ coronavirus; CV ¼ coxsackievirus; Ev ¼ enterovirus; Flu ¼ influenza; hMPV ¼ human metapneumovirus; PCR ¼ polymerase chain reaction; PIV ¼ parainfluenza virus; qPCR ¼ quantitative
real-time polymerase chain reaction; RhV ¼ rhinovirus; RSV ¼ respiratory syncytial virus; RT-PCR ¼ reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction.
aApproved by the US Food and Drug Administration.
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patients at greater risk of bacterial superinfection is
unclear. Similarly, in a recent retrospective review of 126
hospitalized patients with both CAP and hospital-
acquired PCR-confirmed influenza, 75% received
antibiotics.51 In addition, the diagnosis of influenza was
not associated with a reduction in antibiotic duration.
Falsey et al52 did find that patients who had a positive
rapid influenza test result were less likely to receive
antibiotics (86% vs 99%; P ¼ .002) and more likely to
receive antiviral therapy (73% vs 8%; P < .001) than
patients whose rapid test result was negative. However,
no difference in total days of antibiotic therapy between
groups was found, and > 60% of low-risk patients with a
positive rapid viral test result continued to receive
antibiotics.

Further studies are needed to clearly determine the impact
of influenza testing on antibiotic discontinuation. In
addition, although influenza testing routinely increases
the use of antiviral therapy, this effect likely depends on
the relationship of testing to the start of influenza season
and local management approaches. During peak
influenza season at institutions where empirical antiviral
therapy is routinely prescribed, a negative influenza test
resultmay significantly decrease antiviral use. Conversely,
viral testing may increase use of anti-influenza
medications if empirical antiviral therapy is rarely used or
if testing is being studied early in the influenza season
when other viral illnesses are common.

Results have been similarly discouraging in studies of
patients infected with any viral pathogen. In a large
multiyear review of admissions to a single center in
Canada, multiplex viral testing was not associated with a
reduction in antibiotic therapy or time spent in isolation
rooms.53 Similarly, in a review of 196 patients with a
respiratory tract infection who had a viral pathogen
identified by using quantitative real-time PCR, only
6% had antibiotic therapy stopped following viral testing,
including 79 of 125 patients (63%) with normal chest
imaging.54 Finally, PCR testing in a cohort of elderly
patients admitted with a respiratory infection failed to
reduce antibiotic duration or hospital length of stay.55

The utility of respiratory viral testing has been studied in
several randomized trials. In a multicenter trial in the
Netherlands, 107 newly admitted patients receiving
antibiotics for an LRTI were randomized to receive
standard care or viral testing according to multiplex
PCR.56 Although the use of PCR doubled the number of
patients with an identified pathogen, it increased
hospital costs without reducing antibiotic use, diagnostic
1218 Recent Advances in Chest Medicine
procedures, or duration of hospital stay. Branche et al57

randomized 300 patients admitted with an LRTI to
receive either standard care (which included the use of
an influenza/RSV duplex PCR) or measurement of
procalcitonin (PCT) paired with testing of throat and
nasal swabs for 14 viruses by using multiplex PCR.
Initiation of antimicrobial therapy was discouraged for
PCT values # 0.24 ng/mL. Sixty-three of 151 patients
(42%) in the intervention arm had a positive PCR,
whereas 64 of 149 patients (40%) in the control arm had
a positive viral test result. Although no difference in
overall antibiotic use between the two arms was found,
the subgroup of patients with a low PCT and a positive
viral PCR were less likely to receive antibiotics at
discharge (25% vs 45%; P ¼ .002).

The recently published Routine Molecular Point-of-Care
Testing for Respiratory Viruses in Adults Presenting to
Hospital With Acute Respiratory Illness (ResPOC) study
is the largest trial to date investigating the ability of
respiratory viral testing to reduce antibiotic exposure.58

In this single-center study, 720 adults with an acute
respiratory infection were recruited from both the ED
and a short-stay acute medical unit. Patients in the
control arm underwent standard diagnostic testing,
including optional use of a laboratory-based PCR test for
five respiratory viruses. Patients in the intervention arm
had nasal and throat swabs tested on a multiplex PCR
platform located in each unit. A total of 161 of 360
patients (45%) in the intervention arm had a virus
detected, with influenza (17%) and rhinovirus/
enterovirus (15%) being the most common pathogens
identified. Only 158 of 354 patients (45%) in the control
arm underwent PCR testing, with 52 (15%) of those
patients found to have a viral infection. Turnaround
time was significantly faster in the intervention arm (2
vs 37 h; P < .0001). Although no difference in the
proportion of patients treated with antibiotics or
duration of antibiotic therapy was found, patients in the
intervention arm were more likely to receive only a
single dose of antibiotics (10% vs 3%; P ¼ .001) and
receive antibiotics for < 48 h (17% vs 9%; P ¼ .005).
Patients with influenza infection in the intervention arm
were more likely to receive neuraminidase inhibitors
(82% vs 47%; P ¼ .0001) and were placed in respiratory
isolation more quickly (0.5 vs 1 day; P ¼ .007). In a post
hoc analysis focused only on patients who were
randomized to treatment before the administration of
antibiotics, significantly fewer patients in the
intervention arm received antibiotic therapy
(51% vs 64%; P ¼ .029).
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Lessons From Recent Trials
Why, despite remarkable advances in our ability to
detect respiratory viral pathogens, does testing so
inconsistently affect antibiotic use and other important
patient outcomes? Several considerations deserve
mention.

The clinical implications of a positive respiratory viral test
remain a source of debate.35 Amajor current limitation of
respiratory viral testing is the difficulty distinguishing
viral carriage from true infection. Studies comparing the
results of respiratory viral testing in patients with CAP
and asymptomatic control subjects have found viral
carriage rates of only 2% in the asymptomatic adult
control subjects.5,59 However, in a recent study of patients
admitted to the ICU with acute respiratory failure (where
the presence or absence of infection was determined
according to admitting Acute Physiologic Assessment
and Chronic Health Evaluation II diagnoses), 17% of
patients undergoing mechanical ventilation for reasons
other than a severe acute respiratory infection had a viral
pathogen identified by using multiplex RT-PCR.21

Although these results may indicate that the admitting
diagnoses misclassified a large number of truly infected
patients, theymay also show that viral carriage is common
in acutely ill patients. Importantly, viral test results from
the upper and lower airway were frequently discordant.
Twenty percent of patients with a severe respiratory
infection had a viral pathogen identified only in the upper
airway, whereas 29% had a virus identified exclusively on
tracheobronchial aspirate. These findings highlight the
challenge of using a respiratory viral test result from the
upper airway to rule in or out clinically significant lower
airway infection. Finally, 25% of patients admitted with a
severe respiratory tract infection had evidence of bacterial
co-infection. Clinicians may understandably be reluctant
to discontinue antibiotics even if viral test results are
positive for fear of undertreating a mixed infection.

Second, because PCR-based testing is increasingly
viewed as standard of care, it is often included in the
control arm of trials. In a study by Branche et al,57

40% of patients in the control arm had either influenza
or RSV detected by using duplex PCR. Similarly, in the
ResPOC study, nearly one half of patients in the control
arm underwent PCR testing for respiratory viruses.58

Although patients in the intervention arms of these trials
may receive more expeditious or comprehensive testing,
the concurrent use of PCR-based platforms for patients
receiving “usual care” makes identifying significant
differences in outcomes more challenging.
chestjournal.org
Third, the ResPOC study illustrates the challenge of
enrolling patients with suspected LRTI sufficiently early
in their course to prevent antibiotic administration.
Despite targeting patients on presentation to the
hospital, nearly one third of patients enrolled had
already received antibiotics at the time of
randomization. As such, a critical moment to reduce
antibiotic administration was missed in a large number
of patients. Although difficult to measure, the clinical
momentum associated with antibiotic initiation in
acutely ill patients likely contributes to ongoing
antibiotic exposure even if viral test results are positive.

Fourth, heterogeneity in study populations makes
generalizability challenging. Broad terms such as LRTI
and acute respiratory infection capture different patient
populations depending on the season and study center.
Whether lessons learned from viral testing in patients
presenting with a flu-like illness during peak influenza
season are applicable to patients admitted with CAP is
unclear.

Most importantly, the expectation that a single
laboratory test in isolation will dramatically affect
clinical care may be unrealistic. This concept is
particularly true for multiplex viral detection when
specific antiviral treatment is available for only a few
detectable viral pathogens. The decision to administer
antibiotics to patients with severe LRTI depends on
numerous factors, including a clinician’s pretest
suspicion for bacterial infection, the results of diagnostic
testing (eg, studies have found an abnormal chest
radiograph to be associated with continued antibiotic
use54,56,60), and a patient’s clinical course. As noted
earlier, the clinical significance of a positive or negative
respiratory viral test result is often unclear, and thus it is
understandable and perhaps advisable for clinicians not
to use the results of testing as the sole determinant of
antibiotic administration. Studies in other settings have
shown that overreliance on antibiotics persists despite
clear recommendations from consensus guidelines61 and
focused interventions to reduce overuse.62 Given the
pervasive and recalcitrant nature of antibiotic overuse, a
multifaceted approach will surely be required to
effectively solve this problem.

Our Approach
We agree with the recommendations of the Infectious
Diseases Society of America that rapid respiratory viral
testing should be used to help reduce unnecessary
antibiotic administration to adults admitted with severe
1219
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LRTIs.63 Clinician education regarding test
characteristics of the diagnostic platforms available
within their institution is important. In addition, testing
should be implemented as part of a multidisciplinary
and longitudinal antimicrobial stewardship program, as
has been reported in small studies to be beneficial.64

We find it helpful to pair respiratory viral testing with
measurement of PCT, a biomarker that has been shown
to reduce antibiotic administration in patients
presenting with respiratory infection.65 Even in patients
requiring admission to the ICU, we will routinely
discontinue antibiotic therapy if the PCT is low and a
viral pathogen has been identified, especially if testing is
performed on a sample collected from the lower
respiratory tract. The pathogenicity of non-influenza
viruses remains a source of debate. Rhinovirus is
probably the most cited example. Rhinovirus clearly
causes pneumonia in children with viremia, and
detection in pleural fluid supports its pathogenicity. The
data in adults are less established but, in our view,
compelling evidence suggests that these viruses can
indeed cause severe disease.5,18,66-68

Initiation of specific antiviral therapy for influenza or
adenovirus in critically ill patients or discontinuation of
empirical anti-influenza treatment during peak season
can also be guided by using multiplex viral detection.
Emerging specific treatment options for RSV and other
viruses will further influence the clinical benefit of
respiratory viral testing.

Robust cost-effectiveness data are needed to guide
clinicians and health systems on when and how
multiplex PCR testing should be implemented. Although
small studies suggest that the use of multiplex PCR
platforms can reduce costs by simplifying laboratory
workflows, this analysis is highly dependent on the
platform used and baseline operating expenses.69,70

Competition and newer technology will likely result in
some cost savings. Ultimately, unequivocal cost-
effectiveness will depend on our ability to leverage
multiplex PCR testing to reduce antibiotic exposure and
hospital length of stay.71
Future Directions
A major challenge remains the large number of patients
admitted with severe LRTIs in whom a pathogen is
never identified. In the CDC EPIC study, a pathogen was
not identified in 62% of patients despite diagnostic
testing that exceeded usual practice.5 Advances in our
ability to better phenotype these patients would have
1220 Recent Advances in Chest Medicine
profound implications for antimicrobial stewardship
efforts and clinical trial enrollment.
Conclusions
Viruses are a common cause of severe LRTI in adults.
Multiplex high-throughput diagnostic platforms now
allow clinicians to identify viral pathogens with
unprecedented speed and accuracy. Although
respiratory viral testing has not yet been shown to
convincingly improve patient outcomes in randomized
trials, it holds tremendous promise as a tool to aid rapid
diagnosis and improve antimicrobial stewardship for
patients with severe LRTIs.
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